Fisher Ruffex is superior to agar and other similar ingredients of animal diets because it is an inert substance of excellent physical properties and is notably free from nutritional factors. Used in the diet of rabbits, guinea pigs, rats, etc., to the extent of 2% to 5%, Ruffex permits more reliable studies of the effects of vitamins, proteins, metals, fats, and other nutrients.

Ruffex is a light brown, fluffy meal of 40 mesh size or less. It is prepared from rice hulls by a series of chemical processes that remove practically all non-cellulosic ingredients.
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PRINCIPLES OF STELLAR DYNAMICS

By S. Chandrasekhar, Yerkes Observatory

"Through his studies of the dynamics of a rotating galaxy and of the dynamics and statistics of encounters between stars Dr. Chandrasekhar has become one of the leading authorities in the field of galactic dynamics. In the new volume he has blended his own researches and those of others in a well-rounded book, which should for many years to come be "must" reading for every prospective student of galactic structure and dynamics. This book should exert a profound influence on future developments in the field. I can recommend its study unreservedly to newcomers in the field and to those who already have a passing acquaintance with its problems. The experts can profit from reading it."

—Bart J. Bek, Harvard College Observatory, in SCIENCE


$5.00

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS

New Editions

Recent Advances in Pathology

This book presents a concise account of the advances in pathology resulting from recent research in various fields. Extensively revised are the sections on Vitamin Deficiency Diseases, Ductless Glands, Pneumonias, etc. The book has been entirely rewritten. By G. Hadfield, F.R.C.P. and L. P. Garrod, F.R.C.P. Univ. of London

35 Illus.
346 Pages
$5.50 (1942)

Recent Advances in Medicine

Many important changes have been made in the revision of this book which includes advances in clinical methods, laboratory technique and therapeutics. A typical new article is the discussion of electro-encephalography and the use of sodium diphenylhydantoinate in treatment of epilepsy. By G. E. Beaumont, F.R.C.P. and E. L. Dodds, F.R.C.P. London

45 Illus.
440 Pages
$5.50 (1942)

Clinical Atlas of Blood Diseases

This atlas includes 43 colored plates depicting the clinical aspects of blood diseases. Brief paragraphs on symptoms, etiology, diagnosis, prognosis and treatment are given opposite the plates. By A. Piney, M.R.C.P. London and Stanley Wyard, F.R.C.P. London

43 Plates in Color
134 Pages
$5.00 (1942)

Synopsis of Blood Diseases

This is a book on the purely practical aspects of hematology giving the details of interest to physicians and students. By A. Piney, M.R.C.P. London

Illus. by Colored Plates. 120 Pages
$2.75 (1942)
Special Products

FOR VITAMIN ASSAY PROCEDURES

More than 200 universities, research institutions, pharmaceutical manufacturers and assay laboratories now use SMACO "Vitamin Test" diets.

If your laboratory is not already using these special products, we invite you to try them on the basis of the added convenience, economy and uniformity.

FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL ASSAY PROCEDURES

"Vitamin Free" Casein Hydrolysate SMACO
10 ml. and 100 ml. vials

FOR BIOLOGICAL ASSAY PROCEDURES

Vitamin A Test Diet U.S.P. XI
1—5 and 25 lb. quantities

Vitamin B-complex Test Diet
1—5 and 25 lb. quantities

Rachitogenic Diet No. 2 U.S.P. XI
1—5 and 25 lb. quantities

Salt Mixture No. 2 U.S.P. XI
1—5 and 25 lb. quantities

"Vitamin Test" Casein
1—5—25 and 100 lbs.

Complete information, prices and quotations on quantities larger than those listed above will be sent on request.

Your order or inquiry will receive our prompt attention.

Research Laboratories
S. M. A. CORPORATION
CHAGRIN FALLS, OHIO
A constancy of ± 1/5° C. and a uniformity of ± 7/8° C. under full load conditions characterizes the performance of the Castle Precision Incubator No. 554. This is far in excess of the tolerance of ± 1° C., recommended by the American Public Health Association.

Accurate temperature measurements are provided with the use of a single thermometer. Because heat is transmitted by interior radiation rather than by convection, variation throughout the chamber is minimized.

Any heat lost by opening of the door is quickly compensated for by the large heat reserve provided by twenty-two gallons of accurately controlled warm water.

The Model No. 554, illustrated, is recommended for milk analysis by the agar plate method. Other models in varying capacities for various bacteriological applications are also available. Write—

WILMOT CASTLE COMPANY
1212 University Ave.,
Rochester, N. Y.
Today our only customers are Uncle Sam and his partners, the United Nations. We are heartily glad of it, because we feel all other matters are of pale importance compared with the winning of this war. Every Perkin-Elmer employee is proud of the fact that his skill can make a vital contribution to fighting efficiency.

The Perkin-Elmer Corporation has two important contributions to make to America in war or peace: First, engineering skill equal to the most exacting task, if it involves optical computations. Second, manufacturing facilities capable of accuracy which in many instances have never before been achieved in production.

Prior to last year the Perkin-Elmer Corporation's customers included leading Universities, Institutions and Industrial concerns by the score. Today all its eggs are in one basket... eggs of deadly precision to be used for pelting the Axis off the stage. Tomorrow, in an age where precision will be paramount, the contributions of the finest optical instruments will be vital. We are already consulting with leading organizations whose future plans involve skills which we possess. We invite the inquiries of others who are thinking in terms of tomorrow.
They're in the Navy Now

SOMEWHERE on the high seas, with engines throbbing in the urgency of their mission, grim gray ships press forward in spite of the deadly perils of sea and sky.

On the bridges and look-out stations of such ships, brave men stand alert, searching the horizon—on guard against enemy attack. These are the men whose task it is to fight our sea battles and protect the ships which feed your sons and your brothers, your friends and fellow workers—clothe and arm America's expeditionary forces—strengthen and aid our allies.

You can help these men, and thus help to hasten the day of Victory, by sending them your binoculars for the duration.

Binoculars are among the many optical instruments of war that Bausch & Lomb is producing and helping others to produce. Today, Bausch & Lomb is working a full twenty-four hours a day, but even with its vastly expanded production program there is not room enough, nor time enough, to turn out all of the binoculars the Navy needs.

That is the problem you can solve—you and all the thousands of other owners of Bausch & Lomb 6 x 30 or 7 x 50 Binoculars. Your binoculars can help save American lives and American ships.

**BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO. EST 1853**
The Chemist in Three Wars—II

The Present World War

Now that we are in the midst of the second World War, what is the set-up among chemists for support of the war effort? Have we organized our forces so that they can be and are being utilized in the best possible manner?

I wish I could answer this question in the affirmative.

The top government agency created for scientific war work is the Office of Scientific Research and Development, headed by Dr. V. Bush, president of the Carnegie Institution of Washington. This office can both initiate war projects or solve them; in practice it also functions in an advisory capacity. Much actual work is being performed under the direction of the National Defense Research Committee, of which Dr. James B. Conant, president of Harvard University, is chairman. This committee has two chief divisions pertaining to our line of work, that of chemistry and physics; organic problems are in charge of Dr. Roger Adams, of the University of Illinois, inorganic and industrial chemical matters are under the direction of W. K. Lewis, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The National Inventors Council, under C. F. Kettering, is designated to sift novel thoughts submitted to it. Some problems, which are military secrets, have been assigned to government controlled laboratories; there is no doubt that these tasks are being handled well, and under fine leadership.

So far, so good. What we need next is a complete roster of all chemical talent in the country; such a